DeSoto
“Solutions to Actions”
Dive into Discovery

Celebrate DeSoto and Register Now!!!

CELEBRATING 8 COMMUNITY THEMES
Small Projects to Big Actions

- Learn about your eight community theme aspirations
- Hear from local community neighbors and leaders
- Celebrate community-wide changes forging a brighter future
- Connect with organizations invested in DeSoto County during the resource fair
- Dive in and discover your aspirations in motion for the future of DeSoto County

Date: October 10, 2023
4:30p – 6:00p
Connect at resource fair / dinner
6:00p – 6:30p
Event Program
6:30p – 7:00p
Further networking with exhibitors

Location: Turner Agri-Civic Center
Address: 2250 NE Roan St.
Arcadia, FL, 34266

Dive Into Discovery will showcase community organizations, valuable resources, and meaningful presentations by various community changemakers. The event aims to foster connections, promote learning, encourage the exchange of ideas, and ensure that each person leaves with a renewed sense of hope and inspiration, as well as steps to propel positive change within our community. *Dinner is provided thanks to the generosity of The Patterson Foundation.

REGISTER HERE
bit.ly/DiveIntoDiscovery

ALL ARE WELCOME